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A Message from Our
CEO, Nishant Pandey

NBA Partners with AIF to Create a Legacy with First
Ever NBA India Games

Learn more about the
India Philanthropy Alliance
(IPA).

The National Basketball Association (NBA) will play its first-ever
games in India this month between the Sacramento Kings and
Indiana Pacers, and we are excited that the league has partnered
with us to leave a legacy for underprivileged children in
Mumbai through a holistic School Transformation Program. This USIndia bridge building initiative will transform five under-resourced
schools through AIF's Digital Equalizer (DE) program by integrating
technology with collaborative, project-based classroom learning
and sports-based life skills. Read more.

Celebrate the Joy of
Giving - ChaloGive and
Light A LAMP
AIF is proud to join ChaloGive,
an online giving
platform hosted by Indiaspora
from October 2-8, to bring
together the Indian diaspora to
support philanthropic causes
and organizations.

AIF Earns Top Ratings from Charity Navigator and
GuideStar
We are thrilled to announce that AIF has received the highest
ratings from two of the leading independent rating agencies, Charity
Navigator and GuideStar. These distinctions recognize our

To mark Gandhi's 150th birth
anniversary, we are launching
our annual Light A
LAMP campaign to raise funds
and awareness to empower
disadvantaged, migrant
children in India with access to
quality education.

commitment to transparency and accountability, as well as robust
financial management and creation of impact at scale. Read More.

Join Us!
We hope to see you soon at
one of our upcoming events:
Fall 2019 Benefit
October 19 - Dallas, TX
Annual Golf Tournament
October 21 - Bayonne, NJ

AIF, Tata Steel, Search and the Government of
Jharkhand Organize MANSI Knowledge Event

Chicago Gala
November 2 - Chicago, IL

The significant outcomes of AIF's Maternal and Newborn Survival
Initiative (MANSI) were highlighted at a knowledge sharing and
dissemination event on September 26th. Government and corporate
leaders discussed the impact of the MANSI project in Jharkhand as
well as Sahiyyas (community health workers) trained by AIF in
substantially contributing to improved maternal health and lower
child mortality through home-based care to mothers and
newborns. Learn more.
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